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Built in 1070

Bring all Rx
Medications in their
original bottles

Chester Castle!
Chester Castle is in the city of Chester, Cheshire, England.
It is sited at the southwest extremity of the area bounded by
the city walls. The castle stands on an eminence overlooking
the River Dee. In the castle complex are the remaining parts
of the medieval castle together with the neoclassical
buildings designed by Thomas Harrison which were built
between 1788 and 1813. Parts of the neoclassical buildings
are used today as Crown Courts and as a military museum.
The museum and the medieval remains are a tourist
attraction.
The castle was built in 1070 by Hugh d'Avranches, the
second Earl of Chester. It is possible that it was built on the
site of an earlier Saxon fortification but this has not been
confirmed. The original structure would have been a motteand-bailey castle with a wooden tower. In the 12th century
the wooden tower was replaced by a square stone tower, the
Flag Tower. During the same century the stone gateway to
the inner bailey was built. This is now known as the Agricola
Tower and on its first floor is the chapel of St Mary de Castro.
The chapel contains items of Norman architecture. In the
13th century, during the reign of Henry III, the walls of an
outer bailey were built, the gateway in the Agricola Tower
was blocked up and residential accommodation, including a
Great Hall, was built along the south wall of the inner bailey.
Later in the century, during the reign of Edward I, a new
gateway to the outer bailey was built. This was flanked by
two half-drum towers and had a drawbridge over a moat 8
metres (26 ft) deep. Further additions to the castle at this
time included individual chambers for the King and Queen, a
new chapel and stables.

Please double and triple
check your passports.
They must have a
minimum of nine months
worth of time prior to
expiration in order to allow
you into the country. And
England is using 100%
electronic customs. So no
forms to fill out.
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Here is the first BABS Newsletterl

I am looking at getting each of you
electronic copies of the future newsletters.
Everyone at the BABS convention is
totally excited about VoCal Being on the
show Saturday night. On the next page
you’re going to get some extended details
about your performance, your rehearsals,
and your seating arrangements.

While in England this last week. I met
with the Clwyd Clippers, as well as the
BABS Convention staff. Everything for
your trip is getting more and more
exciting.
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VoCal will perform on the
Saturday Night Show In
Harrogate 2020
The Convention staff at BABS I have set
up Rehearsal time opportunities on a
full set of risers. Details still to come.
They have set aside select seating on the
Saturday night show so after you
perform, you can go directly into the
audience to watch the rest of the show.
They’ve also given The Chorus an
opportunity to sing on stage Thursday
night at 8 PM to do a mic test and a light
check. Details to follow!
They’ve also requested to use VoCal in
their “fringe” classes. More on this as the
details roll out.
Everyone in the Vocal group will be
getting a full BABS registration, and the
entire SHOW package set of tickets, plus
full proper English breakfast each
morning at the headquarters hotel.

Opportunities in Harrogate.....
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